
Lotus and our partners have a key new role: 
to spearhead the Lotus Organizational
Effectiveness market. This market addresses
every company’s greatest asset: the way their
people communicate, collaborate, learn, 
and act.

We need your help, but there are some things
you need to know — such as our strategy in
going after the Organizational Effectiveness

market. So here, in these pages, we’ll tell you. We’ll talk about our
direction, our goals, and some of our strategy. Consider this a
guide to our direction, the road we’ll be taking as a team.

The Lotus Partner Organization is devoting its resources to
helping our market-driven partners take their businesses to a
higher level. We’re sharing our strategy and rebuilding our
organization to mirror your activities and business diversity. Our
new strategy will strengthen our position in the marketplace by
leveraging partner solutions that target our customers’ needs.
We’re improving our business development activities to help you
grow and strengthen your business.

Today we count over 21,000 Lotus Business Partner competencies,
Global Alliances, and emerging partnerships as our avenue into
the marketplace. You’ve been our sales channel, our influencers,
our champions, and our prophets. A great deal of work went into
this success — work that must be leveraged to keep us moving
forward.

We’re growing, reaching new markets; we want to leverage
current partnerships as well as forge new ones to be successful.
Our partnerships have helped put us in the leadership position 
in the Organizational Effectiveness market. Our customers’ 



businesses run and depend on our joint solutions. This is why we
must help you, our partners, reach new heights and grow your
businesses: to be responsive to an increasingly savvy and
demanding customer.

It’s an exciting challenge and opportunity. Working together, 
we’ll make it happen.

Patricia Hume
Vice President, Lotus Partner Organization



Leveraging Knowledge and
Capability of People

Lotus Development understood from the very beginning just how
important partners would be to its success. Through the years,
Lotus has evolved from a shrinkwrap, personal productivity
application vendor selling primarily through retail channels, to a
collaborative infrastructure and application middleware provider
focused on delivering total customer solutions for the enterprise.

As Lotus’ business has evolved, so has the mix and value of its
partnerships, which have expanded from retail and volume
distribution relationships to suppliers of tools and utilities; to
operating system and platform providers; to application
developers and integrators. Today, this full range of partnerships
is critical to Lotus’ ability to provide total customer solutions.
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Today, Lotus has over 21,000 Lotus Business Partner competencies
in the Lotus Business Partner Program. Our partners are highly
skilled and committed to the Lotus business. We must regularly
communicate to them our intentions around partnering: how we
believe partners fit into our overall business strategy; what kinds
of partnerships the market and our customers need from us; and
how Lotus plans to engage, develop, and nurture partnerships
around the globe.

In this document, we will describe the following:

• Lotus’ strategic market focus around Organizational
Effectiveness

• Lotus’ partner focus and how the new Lotus Partner
Organization intends to deliver value to and through
partnerships

• Lotus’ business- and market-focused partner activities
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Targeting Organizational Effectiveness

Lotus has been tasked by IBM to lead the way into the newly
defined Organizational Effectiveness market segment for the IBM
Software Group. Organizational Effectiveness is concerned with
every company’s greatest asset: how people communicate,
collaborate, learn, and act so they can respond to market and
business needs.

Business
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Managing IT

Leveraging
Information

Organizational
Effectiveness

IBM Software Group Market Segments

Organizational Effectiveness as a discipline improves customer
responsiveness, provides timely access to knowledge, increases
market competitiveness, and reduces time to market and
operational costs.

Lotus has focused on four market segments that we believe
comprise Organizational Effectiveness. We based these
assumptions on how people do the following:

• Transmit information and ideas to each other through
communication

• Work together to create solutions and solve problems
through collaboration

• Gain and share knowledge, comprehension, and
mastery through learning

• Put all this in action to ensure effective process and
workflow
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Lotus has segmented the Organizational Effectiveness
opportunity into the following market areas: Messaging,
Distributed Learning, eCollaborative Applications, and
Knowledge Management. In addition, Lotus is targeting the
nascent Hosted Services market as an emerging route to market
for these four market segments.
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We will discuss each of these four market segments below.
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Messaging

Lotus is the industry leader in messaging, with an installed base
of over 56 million Lotus Notes® and Domino™ users. Our
strength in this market has been due in large part to Lotus’
commitment to open standards and to the recognition of the
powerful foundation that the Lotus messaging platform provides
for deploying collaborative applications.

Our recent sales and marketing focus on messaging migration has
been successful and we expect to continue to work with
integration and channel partners to provide total messaging
solutions to customers.

At the same time Lotus is investing in growing our installed base
of traditional messaging customers, we are also leveraging that
installed base to grow a new area of business: Unified Messaging.
Unified Messaging is the convergence of data, fax, and telephony
on a single object store. It is a key new market opportunity for
Lotus and our partners. As the Unified Messaging market grows,
Lotus and our partners will have a marked advantage and an
unprecedented opportunity to sell solutions and services that
facilitate the capability to converge all information into a single
object store.
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Lotus needs partnerships to deliver end-to-end Unified
Messaging solutions, so we are committed to partnering closely
with companies that provide the following critical components to
a total solution:

• Communication vendors providing integration into
telephone networks and corporate PBXs

• Wireless network providers

• Device vendors creating the next generation of “smart”
handheld devices

• Hardware vendors building the systems on which
these solutions run

• Systems integrators, value-added resellers, and service
providers delivering integrated solutions and
administration to small, medium, and large enterprises

Lotus will work with these companies in two critical ways. First,
we will work together to create total solutions, collaborating with
development partners such as ISVs to make their products
entirely compatible with ours. We will jointly create packaged
solutions by bringing multiple partners together and building the
services, support, and education infrastructure needed to ensure
that their solutions address the needs of our customers. Some of
these partnerships will be Global Alliances executed worldwide,
while some will be regional or local to reflect the needs of
different markets.

Second, we will work to create appropriate channels for delivery,
educating our channel delivery partners about the solutions
available and their value to the market. We will leverage the
Super.move™ sales and marketing program to bring telephony-
skilled partners together with our Lotus Business Partners to
focus on the Unified Messaging opportunity. This approach will
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ensure a flourishing, innovative community of partners that can
create solutions to satisfy the needs of all customers.

In short, the Lotus strategy is to provide a robust Unified
Messaging foundation for software and hardware; Notes and
Domino software; innovative communications extensions; and to
provide the partnering assistance necessary to ensure our
customers have a comprehensive choice of solutions to meet their
needs.

eCollaborative Applications

eCollaborative applications are critical to delivering high-value
solutions to our customers. Domino is one of the leading products
for building Web applications, and our customers’ continue to
deploy new solutions. IT initiatives used to be about cost
reduction or internal process improvement; conversely,
companies are now increasingly externally focused, with strong
investment in such areas as e-business, e-commerce, customer
relationship management (CRM), supply chain management
(SCM), and other e-collaborative applications. e-business, CRM,
and SCM applications are being implemented on intranets,
extranets, and the Internet to connect employees, customers, and
suppliers in dispersed geographic locations. These applications,
being developed under a thin-client, component-based model, use
Web application development tools and Web application server
software that allow access to data stored in back-end systems.

The emergence of Web-based eCollaborative applications
provided by Application Service Providers (ASPs) has opened
massive new opportunities for Lotus and our partners. Meeting
this opportunity requires delivering end-to-end solutions with
selected ISVs and ensuring that ASP offers are available.
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To increase the Lotus share in the Web applications market, the
Lotus Partner Organization will invest in partner channels that
advance Lotus Domino and IBM WebSphere™ together. Research
conducted by MGI Consulting shows that 50% of all customer
decisions for application infrastructure software are highly
influenced by their ISV or systems integration partners.
Specifically, we will:

• Deliver our e-business application platform to
developers to ensure solid support around our
standards-based foundation.

• Promote solutions, which are essential to securing our
position with customers; drive additional product and
professional services revenues by bringing top partner
solutions to market and promoting services-led
solutions in four key areas: employee self-service
(ESS), CRM, SCM, and e-commerce (in conjunction
with IBM solutions).

• Build an effective hosting channel to reach small and
medium businesses. To support market growth we
will offer hosting partners an enhanced infrastructure
that includes our base-level components plus
Sametime™, QuickPlace™, and other capabilities.

• Develop partnerships to integrate other service
provider messaging solutions and application
enablement solutions into our collaborative services.

Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management is viewed by Lotus as an essential
discipline for organizations that need to leverage information and
expertise to be more responsive, innovative, competent, and
efficient. Moving forward, Knowledge Management will be the
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key business driver for organizations that need to improve their
effectiveness by combining the insights and expertise of multiple
communities to derive new value, meaning, and relationships.

Knowledge Management initiatives are seen as one of the critical
success factors in becoming an effective e-business. Because
Knowledge Management is the natural extension of collaboration,
Lotus’ collaboration strength positions us to be the global leader
in this market segment. Additionally, the convergence of
information management with business intelligence and core
business processes such as Customer Relationship Management is
key to effective Knowledge Management, as demonstrated by
systems integrators and consultants involved in building
measurable Knowledge Management systems for their clients
today.

Lotus will collaborate with and leverage its partners by focusing
on IT and line-of-business buyers who understand the need to
capture and manage the knowledge they possess as part of
everyday business activities. We will also leverage the intellectual
resources of the Institute for Knowledge Management.

The new Lotus Knowledge Management platform and suite,
codenamed “Raven,” will give Lotus and our partners a
foundation to support modular and integratable tools for building
Knowledge Management applications to deliver to our customers
and service provider partners. Lotus will continue to work with
key ISV partners to build targeted Knowledge Management
applications using Raven, much as we have with Notes and
Domino. We will enable our sales and alliance partner channels to
sell both line-of-business Knowledge Management applications
that take advantage of key Raven components, and the Raven
Knowledge Management suite as an integrated set of Knowledge
Management tools.
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The complexity and intimacy that one expects from implementing
meaningful Knowledge Management business solutions requires
Lotus to form alliances with the Big Five consulting firms, large
systems integrators, and selected ISVs. These key players are as
crucial to demonstrating the value of Knowledge Management to
our customers as they are strategic in bringing solutions to the
mid-tier market. Every emerging complex solution, especially in
the domains of communication and collaboration, eventually
leads to broader solutions that revolutionize the way people
work. We believe that the best thinking involved in Knowledge
Management solutions will also make its way to broader markets
through ASPs.

Distributed Learning

Although Distributed Learning is currently an emerging market,
awareness of it is increasing rapidly. Organizations are constantly
looking for new ways to leverage knowledge and make learning
and training easier and less costly. Corporations, academic
institutions, and training organizations need tools, methods, and
best practices that can be adapted to support new learning models
and objectives.

Lotus is a leading provider of synchronous and asynchronous
education tools in this software category. Recently, we extended
our market-leading learning management offerings by acquiring
Pathware™ from Macromedia®. In addition, we have formed a
dedicated Distributed Learning business unit co-managed by IBM
and Lotus. This team will drive the first end-to-end collaborative
and self-directed learning management platform in the industry.
The Distributed Learning strategy for partnering is nearing
completion; we see a clear need and immediate opportunity for
our partners to help us build curriculum, content, and tools that
add value for this market segment.
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Our strategy is to focus on a limited number of partners that
provide value by building education content, integrating Lotus
learning technologies into customers’ infrastructure, and
providing learning solutions that will drive success in the
marketplace. All Lotus partners can benefit from leveraging Lotus
Knowledge Management and Distributed Learning technologies
for their customer solutions.

For 2000, we will work with a specific group of partners to
generate and realize Distributed Learning opportunities. Partners
that plan to build Distributed Learning business units will have
the opportunity to join us in this high-value initiative.
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The New Lotus Partner Organization

After careful examination of the Organizational Effectiveness
strategy and our sales and marketing plans, it became clear that to
have a consistent partnership strategy that would ensure the
success of our partners worldwide, we needed to rethink the
mission and focus of the Lotus Business Partner Organization.
Through 1999, the group’s mission was to recruit, enable, and
maintain a growing number of Lotus Business Partners. This
group excelled over the past 10 years, developing an industry-
leading partner program and creating a significant community of
partners, in the process becoming one of Lotus’ greatest corporate
assets.

Lotus has recognized that, in addition to growing our partner
base overall, we needed to adapt to changing markets, new
business models, and sweeping technology advances. To do this,
we implemented the following changes to our organizational
focus:

• Shift from a programmatic marketing organization to a
market- and partner-facing organization

• Manage a select number of Global Alliances with
consistent commitment and execution around the
world

• Develop and nurture select named partnerships that
contribute directly to Lotus’ success in the
Organizational Effectiveness market segment

• Provide support (technical, marketing, sales) to our
partners, specifically tailored to targeted partner
segments, to better address their business needs
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The Organization

We have realigned our organization to respond to these
challenges and to give Lotus the capability to measure the
contribution of each partner segment to our business. The
following chart shows the structure of the new Lotus Partner
Organization:

Programs and Initiatives

Lotus Partner Organization
Pat Hume, VP

Service Providers
Georganne 

Nattress

ISVs
Bertram Mandel

Integrators and 
Consultants

Peter Fay

Channels and 
Hardware
Jean Gill

Strategy and Operations
Andrea Roman

Executive Office
March Wyatt

Marketing and Enablement
Theresa Garrett

Lotus Partner Organization Structure

The Lotus Partner Organization is responsible for business
development, partner management, marketing, and Lotus’
partnering strategy (both sales and marketing) worldwide. Our
strategy and execution plans are tied to revenue targets.

We will concentrate extra attention on named partners whose
businesses can deliver value to our customers, to their own
businesses, and to Lotus. We understand the interdependence of
partners, so we will broker partner relationships with
complementary companies for maximum mutual success. In
addition, the Lotus Partner Organization will continue to provide
technical consulting and programmatic technical enablement to
partners on Lotus technologies.
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The sales regions will continue to play a critical role working with
partners on regional initiatives as well as tactical sales
opportunities. Going forward, the sales regions will work closely
with the Lotus Partner Organization to develop consistent
opportunity and execution plans for Lotus partnerships.

As part of our sales efforts, we have a growing need and
requirement to work with partners as we extend our reach to the
small and medium business market. We also recognize that many
of our partners today provide value to and support Lotus’ large
enterprise customers. To this end, we are aggressively reviewing
our worldwide sales and marketing strategies and sales account
coverage models to understand the overlap and gaps we have
with our partners in covering our jointly targeted customers. We
will soon articulate more concretely how we intend to engage
with partners and customers — to set proper expectations from
both a sales strategy and sales engagement perspective.

Partner Segments

As we examined the Organizational Effectiveness market strategy
and plan, we recognized four consistent partner segments that
required Lotus’ dedicated focus:

1. Independent Software Vendors (ISVs)

2. Integrators and Consultants

3. Service Providers

4. Channels and Hardware
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Independent Software Vendors (ISVs)

“Because there is a clear need for customer solutions that take
advantage of the Lotus infrastructure.”

Lotus has a strong and open history working with ISVs. These
companies develop applications, tools, utilities, or content that
takes advantage of the Lotus infrastructure, whether it be Lotus
Domino, Lotus Notes, Knowledge Management, Distributed
Learning or hosted eCollaborative Applications. Our ISV
partnerships have helped strengthen the value of Lotus as a
middleware provider, helped drive new solutions sales, and
helped demonstrate the openness of Lotus’ core technology. Lotus
not only recognizes the value of its relationships with ISVs but is
also committed to continuing its relationships with Global
Alliances and with smaller and emerging ISVs — helping them
grow their businesses to a new level.

Several large ISVs have a core technology complementary to
Lotus products. These partners already have their own route to
market and can provide value to Lotus from a solution, sales, and
market-coverage perspective. We expect to work with these ISVs
through Global Alliance partnerships.

We also plan to invest in partnerships with ISVs that provide full
customer solutions based directly on Lotus products and
technologies, including Notes, Domino, Sametime, and IBM
WebSphere. These companies add significant value to our
customers and strengthen Lotus’ position in targeted market
segments. We will work with these companies to help them build
even better solutions, grow faster, and reach our existing
customers as well as new markets via Lotus channels.

The emerging ASP channel will provide a significant opportunity
for Lotus ISV partners. We are planning to invest in bringing a
broad portfolio of Lotus platform-based applications to market for
hosting and sale to end-user customers.
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We recognize that Lotus can do more to enable our partners to
help represent total solutions to customers. We will continue to
review, plan, and deliver the best functionality, packaging, and
pricing for Lotus products, making it even easier for our partners
to represent total solutions.

Going forward, we will enhance our capacity to work with ISVs
around the world by leveraging IBM teams to help us manage
and provide enablement to our ISV partners.

Integrators and Consultants

“Because customer solutions are more complex than ever.”

Lotus will continue to develop loyal relationships with targeted
partners that make their living providing services around Lotus
technologies. In this segment, Lotus will work with global system
integrators, large consulting firms, Web integrators, national
integrators, regional integrators, and education providers.

We recognize the critical position global system integrators play
in the Lotus market segments, especially in Knowledge
Management, Distributed Learning, and eCollaboration. These
areas require a consultative sales approach and new thinking
similar to the business process engineering work popular in the
mid-90s. The need for integrators in the emerging Unified
Messaging market is also significant; proper implementations
require managed migrations and skills for both data and
telephony.

We expect our work with global system integrators to contribute
to our effort with ASPs, either as they become ASPs themselves or
as they provide a set of value-add services, including ISV
applications and Lotus-based hosting, to ASPs. Lotus will work
with IBM partner management teams to assist in the management
and enablement of global system integrators.
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Web integrators are an important new set of partners for Lotus.
We see many of these companies merging with traditional
integrators to provide a full value chain from Web to transaction-
based solutions enabled for business-to-business, business-to-
consumer, or consumer-to-consumer solutions. We will work to
educate Web integrators on the value of Lotus technologies in
these solutions.

Lotus will build top-of-mind awareness and will effectively
enable this set of partners on Lotus technology. Many of our
integration partners today are skilled with our core technology
but have only minimal exposure to newer offerings like Sametime
and Raven. The Lotus Partner Organization will enable
integrators and consultants to present the value of our
Organizational Effectiveness strategy to their — and our —
customers.

Service Providers

“Because these companies will extend our reach into new
markets, such as small and medium business.”

Demand is exploding worldwide for software delivered as hosted
application services. Fueling this demand is the need of many
businesses, both large and small, to acquire software solutions
without making major investments in packaged software, IT
infrastructure, and administrative support staff. Meeting these
business challenges efficiently requires a robust external network
running secure, accessible, reliable, high-value business
applications — the kind of applications that Lotus technology
enables for Organizational Effectiveness.
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The Service Provider market is emerging as a significant new
channel opportunity for Lotus. The following market data is
extremely compelling, and we share it to put the opportunity into
perspective:

• Forrester Research estimates the hosted application
market will reach $5.3 billion by 2003, with 25% of the
applications expected to be purchased in rentable,
fee-based models.

• The Gartner Group forecasts the emerging Application
Service Provider (ASP) market to grow to $23 billion
by 2003 (including software, hardware, and services).
Much of this growth is fueled by early adoption trends
in small and medium businesses (SMB) that lack
in-house IT resources.

• Giga forecasts that SMB companies may obtain up to
75% of their applications via the ASP model over the
next three to four years.

In their current state, ASPs provide hosted application services
directly to the end-user customer via the Web or private
networks. Applications are usually managed centrally by the ASP
and delivered via contract on a monthly fee, subscription, or
rental basis. The key difference from a traditional outsourcing
model is that an ASP often owns the license and is responsible,
either indirectly or directly, for all activities, expertise, support,
and maintenance related to the customer solution.

ISPs also represent a strong market opportunity for Lotus.
Partners we will work with in this segment traditionally provide
infrastructure, messaging, and application outsourcing delivered
on a fee-for-service basis.
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Lotus and our partners are extremely well positioned to capitalize
on new Internet-based delivery models and routes to market for
software applications, solutions, and services. We have
announced our ASP Solution Pack, which will enable partners to
easily host, manage, and deliver three categories of business
applications in an ASP rentable-application model: collaborative,
transactive, and real-time. A core solution set includes team
collaboration, messaging and calendaring, online awareness,
instant messaging, and shared applications within a secure,
integrated portal, providing the best of our Organizational
Effectiveness portfolio to small and medium businesses.

Awareness and Instant Messaging (Sametime)

WebSphere- 
based apps

Collaboration
(QuickPlace)

Mail C&S
(Domino)

Meeting 
Services 

(Sametime)

Domino- 
based apps

e-business Application Portal

Transactional 
Web server 

(IBM WebSphere)

Collaboration
server 

(Lotus Domino)

Realtime Collaboration
server 

(Lotus Sametime)

Lotus Hosting Management System IBM  DB2

ASP Solution Pack

To support Service Providers as a new partner segment, Lotus
plans to:

• Enable the broadest industry selection of ISV hostable
applications built on the Lotus platform
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• Develop business models to support ASPs —
especially as a new channel to reach small and
medium business

• Invest in technical enablement programs on Lotus
technologies to Service Provider partners so they can
fully understand the value of the Lotus platform to
infrastructures

• Support development of partnerships and alliances
across partner segments to create complete hosted
solutions

Channel and Hardware

“Because these relationships continue to be critical for delivery of
software and integrated solutions to our joint customers.”

The Value-Added Distributor (VAD), Value-Added Reseller
(VAR), and Volume Channel partnerships are core to Lotus’
capability to fulfill and deliver products and solutions to our
end-user customers. As customers’ needs change, so does the role
of channel partners. With growing expectations by customers to
purchase products directly from the Web, Lotus and our channel
partners must work together to create the right balance of
customer choice for software license delivery mechanisms and
asset management capabilities.

Lotus’ relationships with our Volume Channel partners will
continue to evolve to provide value to our customers. We will
ensure that our fulfillment strategies and approaches are
communicated and well understood, especially regarding
initiatives by Lotus to sell directly to customers via the Web. New
fulfillment opportunities may also include tapping into our ISV
and hosting initiatives to provide license fulfillment and asset
management.
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VADs and VARs that can provide turnkey high-value solutions to
the small and medium business market will continue to be of
major importance to Lotus. One area where VADs/VARs will
make a strong contribution is the Unified Messaging opportunity.
As noted earlier, Lotus is extending the Super.move mail
migration program to encompass Unified Messaging; together
with our partners, we are pairing up Lotus value partners and
computer telephony interface (CTI) partners to deliver a complete
solution to the SMB space.

We also plan to extend relationships with hardware manufacturers
that can provide additional sales channels for Lotus solutions.
Lotus’ traditional relationships with hardware manufacturers will
continue and will extend to device providers (telephones, pagers,
handheld devices) for mobile/wireless solutions as well as to
communications companies. These relationships are critical for
Lotus to be successful in the emerging Unified Messaging and
Mobile and Wireless computing areas. Without partners and
executable go-to-market plans, Lotus will not succeed in these
new markets.

Global Alliances

Lotus’ Global Alliance partnerships are now managed from the
Lotus Partner Organization and will be predicated on joint
commitment and value to each other. The Lotus Partner
Organization will work with each of the regions to assign local
sales and marketing execution teams and to develop action plans
with our Global Alliance Partners.
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Lotus Global Alliances will comprise a small, exclusive group of
world-class partners. Our Global Alliance partnerships will be
contractual and based on some of the following criteria:

• Global market presence and global recognition of
value

• Strong focus and execution in one or more of the
Organizational Effectiveness market segments

• Partnering with Lotus to build joint solutions and/or
provide new routes to market

• Commitment by the partner and Lotus to a joint
business, which may result in changing business
models for one or both partners

• Commitment through strategy and execution to work
with Lotus as the Global Alliance partner

• Capability to bring technical, marketing, and financial
commitments to the partnership

We are convinced that aligning these relationships with the
Organizational Effectiveness go-to-market strategy, coupled with
the Lotus Partner Organization’s focus on partner segments, will
set the stage for success in delivering our partners’ solutions to all
market tiers.

Working Together

Lotus will launch a new partnering initiative in 2000, code-named
“Working Together.” This effort will develop a select number of
high-touch partnerships with highly expert influencer and selling
partners worldwide that will drive measurable results for Lotus
and for the partner.
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Partners will be nominated and selected using rigorous criteria
that map to Lotus’ market strategies. These partners will
participate in high-value marketing, business, and sales activities.
Examples include:

• Specialized market planning

• Business and technical consulting

• Solution comarketing and inclusion in Lotus
marketing campaigns, events, advertising, and PR

• Partner-customer sales engagements and joint solution
sales

• Business relationship assistance with Lotus Business
Partners and Global Alliance partners

• Venture capital funding/influence

Working Together requires significant commitments from both
Lotus and the selected partners. Standards for the partnerships
include:

• Jointly developed and executed partnership plans

• Assigned account managers

• Periodic reporting and account reviews

• Access to senior executives and influencers

• Revenue and marketshare growth commitments

Lotus will drive consistency around the globe for these partner
initiatives and will set a sales strategy identifying opportunities
for success.

Working Together, by design, will focus on a limited number of
partners worldwide. However, we believe many best practices
will surface by working with these partners. To that end, the
entire Lotus partner community will benefit.
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Programmatic Support

We will continue to invest in programmatic support to our
growing partner base. The Business Partner programs throughout
IBM are being consolidated, strengthened, and simplified through
the IBM PartnerWorld™ initiative. PartnerWorld will consist of
four integrated worldwide tracks: one track designed especially
for Software, with three other tracks focused on business partner
relationships for Developers, Personal Systems, and Systems and
Services, respectively.

The Software track is a unified partner program for Lotus, Tivoli®,
and IBM Software Group partners. It will provide a single point of
entry for member services and a single point of delivery for
programmatic benefits to our partners. Lotus will continue to
support Lotus partners with Lotus-branded initiatives and
benefits within the PartnerWorld for Software structure.

This new program will be rolled out to Lotus Partners, as
available, during 2000 and 2001. Lotus, Tivoli, and IBM are
working together to define the components, partner benefits, and
rollout plans for the program. More detailed information on the
implementation of the program will be shared in a later version of
this document.

Business Development Activities

The Lotus Partner Organization is dedicated more than ever to
helping our partners increase their business value and improve
their business effectiveness. They have long expressed a strong
need to acquire greater business skills: becoming more attractive
to outside investors, leveraging emerging route to markets with
Lotus and IBM, increasing partnering with other partners, and
becoming more focused on business solutions. These requests
show the maturity, vision, and growth of our Partners.
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We will continue designing and delivering our successful
business skills programs by expanding the offerings in business-
related seminars, Web sites, and workshops. Seminars focusing
on building partnership relationships as well as developing
entrepreneur “investor-ready” business skills will be delivered
this year. In leveraging partners and outside investors alike, we
are committed to setting higher standards and raising the bar for
our top partners, accelerating and consolidating their efforts
toward the highly valuable market of Organizational
Effectiveness.

Assistance to Become Investor-Ready

Our Lotus Business Partner community represents more than $10
billion of revenue annually and will grow beyond $18 billion in
2000. This makes our partners very attractive to outside investors
seeking to make investments in high-growth companies from an
established product base. Subsequently, Lotus will build
partnerships among a wide range of outside investors. Both Lotus
and our partners are working together to drive more business and
attract outside investment. Lotus will leverage our market
position to attract investors to our partners — and in doing so,
strengthen our marketing and technology solutions for our joint
customers. We will work with our partners to develop skills
designed to build investor-ready plans that will interest new
investors and make new contacts to feed future opportunities.

eMarketplace

The Lotus Partner Organization is ready to move into the 21st
century in the way we partner. Our business objective for the
eMarketplace is twofold: to further secure customer loyalty by
helping our customers fully understand and leverage the value of
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their Lotus investment; and to grow our partner community and
its offerings to meet a greater proportion of our customers’ needs.

We are going to build a world-class example of e-business by
creating and operating an eMarketplace that brings buyers (Lotus
customers) and sellers (Lotus partners) together to meet and
transact in ways that are mutually rewarding. We will profile
these buyers and sellers using expertise locators, communities,
dynamic translations, and real-time communications to give them
a virtual experience that will far surpass what we have done in
the past.

This ambitious and promising relationship management scenario
will help our partners take advantage of opportunities and the
knowledge being collected to help them tackle existing and new
markets.

eMarketplace will include the most beneficial components of
Partner and Customer Relationship Management, such as:

• Profiling partner offerings and customer needs

• Managing partner and customer relationships, leading
to e-business sales

• Identifying the gaps between partner skills and
customer needs

• Targeting information to the right partners and
customers at the right time

• Strategic planning with partners to coordinate our
actions against our joint plans

Our current timeline for eMarketplace reflects prototype testing in
Q3 2000, with an initial implementation targeted for Q4 2000.
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In Conclusion

Lotus has one focus: Leveraging the Knowledge and Capability of
People. Keeping this goal foremost in our minds, Lotus and our
Partner community will maintain our competitive advantage.

We will contribute to our partners’ effectiveness by regularly
sharing knowledge about Lotus’ strategies and business
directions with our Partners.

We have aligned the Lotus Partner Organization’s objectives with
the Organizational Effectiveness market and sales goals to be a
truly market-driven organization. We have organized our team to
support the partner segments and are now strategically aligned to
the corporation’s goals and to our partners’ businesses.

We look forward to building strong, reciprocal relationships that
will breed success — for our partners, for Lotus, and for our
customers.
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